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Integrated Default Management Solutions: 
Closing the Resource Gap

A la carte business models have long defined partnerships between servicers  

and providers of field property securing and maintenance and related default 

management services. Such models no longer deliver the cost or performance  

advantages once assumed and are proving increasingly less suited to a  

permanently altered mortgage servicing landscape. An emerging model  

based on end-to-end integration of provider-based pre-foreclosure and 

REO services holds the greatest promise for closing the gap between 

escalating need and increasingly strained servicer resources. Turning 

promise into performance will test the mettle of servicers as well as their newly 

challenged service providers.  

Mortgage servicers are in the midst of accelerating change and unprecedented 

challenge. Signs of the times abound: New regulatory requirements, increasing 

workloads, under-trained personnel, lack of task-appropriate technologies, and  

rising cost pressures confront servicers of every size from Maine to California. 

Band-Aid solutions aren’t enough. What’s needed are whole new ways of doing business  

– multi-faceted integrated service solutions that will draw servicers and default 

management service providers into new problem-solving relationships. These  

relationships will play a key role in re-shaping the industry as it emerges from the 

historic market turmoil of recent years.
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Simple bundling of related activities won’t deliver the benefits of integration:  

Solution components must be designed to work together around a common set 

of goals and performance metrics, and carefully tailored to the servicer’s specific  

circumstances and business opportunities. This is the single biggest argument for 

creating strategic partnerships with providers who can demonstrate the broad  

capabilities, innovative thinking and strong business acumen needed in a mortgage 

industry where change haunts every decision and challenge is the order of the day. 

Rising to the Challenge

Given today’s inflated default and foreclosure rates, an effective partner must be able to 

provide both pre-foreclosure services, such as property preservation, inspections and 

valuations, and REO management services, such as occupied property management,  

pre-marketing services, marketing services, and closing and title services. For the 

servicer, working with a single-source for both pre-foreclosure and REO services can 

lead to better overall returns on REO assets.

To step-up effectively, field service companies must demonstrate the ability to 

handle both quantitative (volume) and qualitative (depth of service) market  

demands. Meeting this dual-track challenge requires a large, nationwide field  

service team – the key to rapid deployment of field resources on a neighborhood-by- 

neighborhood, property-by-property basis. Providers who can perform at this level 

are re-defining responsive default and REO services.
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Attacking the Stress Points

Among the issues facing today’s mortgage servicers and their field service partners, 

strict property conveyance rules and other HUD mandates represent one of the 

most pressing. Bid procedures, covered work, dollar thresholds, submittal protocols…

they’re all part of the details that – aggravated by increased numbers of foreclosed 

properties – can threaten the servicer’s ability to meet strict HUD conveyance rules.  

If unchecked, the added costs – including interest penalties and denied claims – can 

quickly escalate from minor irritant to major financial pain.

The most successful solutions utilize integrated approaches to help servicers eliminate 

frustrating and potentially costly conveyance problems, while improving the value 

of their FHA-backed mortgage assets. These solutions can lead to highly efficient, 

fully compliant servicing and foreclosure processes for every FHA property in the  

servicer’s portfolio, results being achieved by increasing numbers of servicers across 

the Country. 

Each of these solutions consists of several related and 

complementary components such as claims automation, 

which expedites fully-compliant FHA claims by allowing  

servicers to generate completed HUD claims sections A through 

E faster and more efficiently. This technology – available as part of 

the provider’s service package – can help servicers lower claims processing costs and  

improved productivity, while producing virtually error-free results.
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Assuring bid accuracy is a second element in an integrated approach to conveyance  

compliance. Using the latest HUD-approved cost estimator, special software  

streamlines bid validation and submittal by automatically resolving non-conforming  

repair/maintenance bids to meet HUD specifications. By confirming bid accuracy 

prior to submittal, this technology helps servicers speed work completion/ 

reimbursement cycles, drastically reduce bid rejections, and lower administrative 

costs. 

HUD P260 data entry is also an important piece of the HUD conveyance puzzle.  

A qualified default services partner can provide bid data entry into the HUD P260 

portal as part of its service platform. This added service can go a long way toward  

relieving client compliance worries, while drastically reducing processing time and 

helping ease workflow bottlenecks. 

Notification of completed P260 bid entry is automatically posted to client’s secure 

section of the default service provider’s web-based workflow management system. 

Using the HUD P260 portal, mortgage servicers then simply accept and submit the 

completed P260 bid, resulting in a simpler, faster, more accurate bid process. 
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Compliance: New Solutions to a Multi-Front Imperative

Meeting the compliance challenge means getting the right information into the 

right hands at the right time. The key is communicating compliance rule changes to 

servicer staff and members of the field service team, as they happen. A knowledgeable 

field services partner brings experience and technology to bear through online 

news updates, blanket emails, and postings to the workflow management system –

all reinforced through a rigorous multi-level quality control process.

In addition to FHA/HUD compliance, there are numerous other important regulatory 

issues facing today’s mortgage servicers. Again, given the new realities, dealing with 

these challenges in isolation is no longer practical or cost effective.

Locally-based compliance issues are becoming more numerous. One example:  

Municipalities throughout the country are enacting new regulations requiring  

registration of vacant properties, typically requiring information on how long 

the property has been vacant, plans for the property and who 

to contact in case of an emergency. With municipalities 

continually enacting or modifying their own versions of such 

regulations, compliance can be a difficult and complex task. 

To help address this issue, a well-prepared field service provider 

can maintain and continually update a nationwide vacant property ordinance  

database. Servicers can be automatically alerted to changes and have direct access  
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to the database through the workflow management portal. The field services 

provider can efficiently manage the registration process from start to finish, 

establishing rapport with municipal authorities, notifying mortgagees, filling 

out and submitting registration forms and coordinating actions needed to assure  

compliance.

As the volume of unoccupied and foreclosed properties increases, code compliance  

is also demanding increased attention. The key is to address code compliance  

problems before they occur and violation notices are issued. Field service providers 

must be prepared to take the initiative by building strong lines of communication 

between the client and enforcement officials, and continually updating field service 

personnel on current code compliance issues and potential violations, so they can 

be addressed early in the property disposition cycle. Should a violation occur, the 

field services provider is able to quickly provide itemized estimates of work needed 

to bring the property into full code compliance. 

Technology Will Spur Improved Servicing Outcomes

Servicers can choose from a number of very good mortgage servicing 

technology platforms. In many cases, however, these legacy systems may 

not fully address specialized requirements arising from the kind of dynamic, 

fast-evolving market servicers face today. 
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What’s needed is an integrated suite of innovative, regulatory-compliant solutions, 

each optimized for a specific requirement or task, and each tailored to the 

client’s unique needs and business opportunities. Technology-savvy field service 

providers –  utilizing solutions fully compatible with their clients’ existing  

mortgage servicing platforms – will empower servicers to save time, 

eliminate errors and increase process efficiencies across the enterprise. 

Document management is a case in point: Many servicers continue to struggle 

with the inefficiencies and high costs of traditional document handling processes.  

Expanding regulation, shifting market conditions and new business demands can easily 

overwhelm existing document solutions. What’s needed are  scalable, regulatory- 

compliant solutions created specifically to address these issues by speeding and  

simplifying data aggregation, task management, tracking and reporting.

Advanced systems utilize Optical Character Recognition 

(OCR) technology for high-speed scanning, extraction, 

transmission, collection and dissemination of mortgage 

data. Flexibility is important – appropriate technologies 

should be able to function as stand-alone solutions, 

or easily integrated with existing document management  

systems.  Either way, the deliverables are the same:  elimination of document  loss, 

increased accuracy and enhanced information security.
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The newest of these solutions bring new efficiency to document digitizing, storage 

and retrieval. The most robust include hi-speed scanning, intelligent document  

classification (indexing) and file access through a secure web-based interface. Loan-

level indexing makes it fast and easy to retrieve and organize files linked to specific  

business tasks. By better integrating content with business processes, such solutions 

can enable mortgage servicers to reduce cycle time, streamline workflow and  

increase productivity. 
 

A major key to effective integrated solutions is workflow management technology 

that enables fully functional 24/7 access to every solution component.  Of course, 

most web-based workflow systems enable ordering, tracking and management 

of field services. The more robust systems can streamline order placement and  

invoicing, provide on-demand retrieval of documents and photos, and instantly  

generate work status updates and property condition reports. By using the 

system to generate management reports, some systems even allow users to  

track performance and costs over time.

However, to effectively support the new integrated solution model, current 

systems must evolve beyond paperless workflow management. Think portal – 

instant, single-screen access to all functionality, including traditional field service 

management,  vacant property registration, HUD claims processing, completed 

HUD P260 data entry notification and submittal, updated compliance  

information and much more. 
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Development of Task-Specific Solutions 

Task-specific technologies can do more to help servicers in a time of increased  

loan defaults and elevated numbers of foreclosures. One area ripe for automation  

is loan modifications. Special loss mitigation software can enable mortgage  

servicers to quickly modify loans in full compliance with HAMP and FDIC  

guidelines. With new levels of speed, efficiency and accuracy, smart technology  

solutions can rapidly scan portfolio databases to automatically identify curable  

and non-curable loans saving time, streamlining operations 

and reducing foreclosure losses.

In addition to accelerating loan analytics, these solutions  

have the potential to determine correct loan  

modification parameters and instantly generate cover  

letters, amortization schedules and loan documents They 

must be easy to use, work smoothly with most existing mortgage servicing 

systems and fully  comply with FHA, Fannie Mae,  Freddie Mac and  VA regulations. 
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Leveraging High-Touch Servicing

High-touch mortgage servicing utilizes personalized borrower contact to improve 

default-management results. History suggests that proactive servicer/borrower 

one-on-one interaction can lead to win-win solutions that:

• Put a human face on the lender, thereby reducing barriers, expediting 
 processes and facilitating positive outcomes.

• Increase efficiency of loan modifications, foreclosures and similar multi-  
 step, multi-party servicing processes.

While adopting high-touch servicing seems an easy call, time and staffing constraints  

can pose formidable obstacles. While a logical part of an integrated servicing  

approach, adding additional high-touch responsibilities to the full plates of already 

backlogged and overworked employees can be both impractical and counterproductive. 

An integrated service model accounts for this resource gap: As lenders move to  

protect the value of their mortgage portfolios, they will increasingly team up with  

integrated default management service firms. By working together, these independent 

providers give servicers the potential to extend the reach of high-touch servicing 

without adding staff or implementing new, time-intensive processes. 

Integrated property preservation firms can provide high-touch opportunities 

through a range of traditional and expanded field contact programs, such as door 

knocks; technology systems that structure and manage borrower contact; occupancy  
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verification; and others. In addition, some lenders and servicers are finding that 

they can utilize partner-provided staff to implement and manage routine property  

preservation tasks, thus freeing regular staff to better focus on high-touch borrower  

contact. By working together to better leverage face-to-face borrower contact,  

servicers can expect significant improvements in servicing outcomes.

One of the most effective applications of high-touch principles can be seen in a  

technology/service hybrid that speeds and simplifies preparation, delivery, notarizing 

and tracking of mortgage documents. 

The process combines automated document preparation with in-person document 

delivery and notarization through the property preservation firm’s field service team. 

By combining technology with direct borrower contact and mobile notary services, 

this approach helps expedite crucial loan paperwork while easing administrative 

burdens associated with traditional document delivery methods.

To deliver on the promise of high-touch servicing, lenders and their property  

preservation partners must exhibit the highest standards of professionalism in  

borrower interactions. This requires the partner to recruit, train and deploy  

exceptionally qualified personnel—a responsibility that will test the abilities and  

resources of all but the most qualified service firms.
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Effective  
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The potential rewards are worth the effort: Partnering with an experienced and 

knowledgeable property preservation firm can go a long way toward optimizing  

the borrower experience and creating stronger customer relationships. Equally  

important, it can effectively short-stop the difficulties and potential problems that 

tend to arise at all stages of the servicing process.

High-touch mortgage servicing won’t solve the housing crisis or guarantee a 

smoother road ahead. But it can provide an important edge in the battle to mitigate 

loan losses, preserve portfolio value and optimize borrower relationships. 

Additional Issues: Preserving and Maintaining REO properties

Preserving and maintaining REO properties have taken on increased importance as 

foreclosure rates have risen and regulatory compliance has become more urgent 

and complex. The servicer’s first step in navigating these new realities is to find the 

right field services partner – one well matched to the servicer’s unique business  

circumstances, and capable of performing efficiently at any and every point along 

the extended service continuum.

There’s no question: Effective pre-foreclosure programs – what happens before a 

property moves into the REO column – are vital to making the most of REO property 

assets. Property preservation, inspections and valuations are the foundation of  

asset value. Getting them right makes downstream REO management far easier  

and more effective. 
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14
Roadmap for Success...

Strong field execution is paramount. Servicers need to look for a provider with a  

nationwide network of experienced field service professionals who can act  

quickly and effectively to optimize the safety, value and marketability of their  

REO properties. This involves much more than simply securing and maintaining  

the physical asset. The provider must retain REO professionals – including  

vendor management specialists and broker specialist teams – capable of  

working closely with real estate professionals, vendors, title companies,  

law enforcement,officials and attorneys to assure better outcomes at every 

phase of REO asset disposition. 

Service providers need to provide a comprehensive, integrated approach…capabilities  

and services that can be combined to form end-to-end regulatory-compliant  

solutions. Integrated with pre-foreclosure services, a sound REO management  

service program should include everything from occupied property management to 

closing and title services. 

With In-depth REO expertise and proven strength on the ground, well-integrated 

field service firms are able to create and apply the right marketing approach for 

each REO property. Firms with a locally applied national footprint are able to deliver  

localized property marketing services that help return maximum market value in  

minimum time. Market analysis, property marketing strategy, turnkey auction  

management, broker management, marking campaigns – they’re all part of a  

successful, high-return REO property disposition program. 
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The most capable service providers are well positioned to implement an integrated 

REO service approach: 

Occupied Property Management  –  Leading field service companies can  

determine occupancy, evaluate state redemption guidelines and provide a full  

rangeof document delivery, signature execution and related borrower contact 

services. Qualified field service providers can also save their clients time, money 

and administrative headaches by assuming full REO property management  

responsibilities, including services such as cash-for-keys exchanges; eviction  

coordination; utility, property tax and insurance payments; and rental lease  

management.

Pre-Marketing – With in-depth, experience-based knowledge acquired before 

a property becomes part of the client’s REO portfolio, providers offering both 

pre- and post-foreclosure services are uniquely positioned to  

create and apply the right marketing approach for 

each REO property. This includes recommending  

properties for auction or traditional sales 

methods, preparing detailed property/market 

analysis, as well as providing turnkey auction 

management or assigning a broker, as appropriate.
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Marketing – Field service providers who can offer comprehensive property  

marketing services are helping REO properties return maximum market value in 

minimum time. Qualified providers can mount complete marketing campaigns 

and provide detailed monthly marketing reports. Most important, they can  

assume full responsibility for individual broker monitoring/evaluation, a distinct 

advantage over the arms-length relationships characteristic of many REO asset 

disposition programs.

Closing and Title Services – Well-qualified field service organizations can provide 

the people and expertise to  coordinate and certify closing documents, organize  

and attend the closing, collect and distribute funds, and disseminate closing  

information − all in strict accordance with client, legal and regulatory  

requirements. Title procurement, HUD-1 review and approval, escrow/closing 

coordination − these capabilities and more are well within the scope of forward-

thinking field service organizations prepared to excel in the new integrated  

service environment. 
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Reduced costs.

Shorter asset 
resolution cycles.

Smarter property 
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Clearer lines of 
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Leading national service providers incorporate advanced REO management  

technology into their programs, allowing servicers to monitor and evaluate every  

aspect of their REO program with paperless, point-and-click convenience. Effective 

REO management technology allows servicers to organize and track all REO tasks 

and events; maintain communications with all parties in a real estate transaction; 

meet all regulatory and lender requirements and assure a clear audit trail. 

Benefits of Pre-Foreclosure/REO Service Integration  

Servicers can expect a number of benefits as they strengthen relationships with field 

service companies capable of working effectively across both pre-foreclosure and 

REO fronts:

Reduced costs – Lower commissions, economies of scale, and stronger asset  

control with fewer compliance problems deliver substantial cost-saving  

potential.

Shorter asset resolution cycles – Property-days-on-market for provider- 

managed brokers is substantially lower than for unmanaged brokers.

Smarter property marketing management – Experience-based knowledge 

of the property and neighborhood leads to smarter valuations and more  

productive selling strategies. 

Clearer lines of accountability – Field service companies with a strong  

nationwide footprint have the field presence required to monitor and 

manage broker activities on an individual property basis. 
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Improving and streamlining pre-foreclosure and REO processes will remain a  

primary focus of servicers and their field services partners as elevated  

foreclosure rates continue and regulatory compliance becomes more  

urgent and complex. The field service provider’s first step in navigating  

these realities will be to become an even more capable and efficient  

resource – a true problem-solving partner who understands both broad market  

forces and the servicer’s particular needs and business circumstances.  

Long-term success will favor those with the infrastructure, innovative  

technology and broad-base expertise needed to deliver comprehensive, 

end-to-end solutions that relieve the pressure on servicer resources, while  

optimizing servicing outcomes. 
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Joseph Badalamenti, CEO of 
Five Brothers, got his start 
in the default management 
industry in 1967 as a HUD 
contractor. Now, 43 years 
and millions of inspections 
later, Badalamenti has built  
Five Brothers into a highly  
successful and respected  
industry leader offering a 
complete range of default 
management services and 
technology solutions. His 
strong belief in client-
centered partnering has  
spawned a nationwide 
network of highly effective 
customer and field service 
professionals.


